Peter Fullmer Susannah Zerfass Ancestry
desdemona fullmer - joseph smith's polygamy - on october 6, 1809, desdemona was born to peter fullmer
and susannah zerfass fullmer in huntingon, pennsylvania. the fullmer family settled south of cleveland, ohio, in
1835, and desdemona was converted and baptized two years later. desdemona moved to nauvoo, and
according to the nauvoo 4th ward records, she was living in joseph smith’s home in the spring of 1842. at that
time joseph smith ... revelation, resistance, and mormon polygamy - 170 revelation, resistance, and
mormon polygamy harmony and communal living. if he could present reasonable justifications, based on
scripture, and an already-functioning, even utopian, polygamous soci- revelation, resistance, and mormon
polygamy - revelation, resistance, and mormon polygamy merina smith published by utah state university
press smith, merina. revelation, resistance, and mormon polygamy: the introduction and implementation of
the principle, 1830–1853.
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